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EconWelfare: 
Upgrading Animal Welfare Standards Across Europe

EconWelfare

• Overall aim: 
‘What are the policy instruments which are 
effective in the route towards higher farm 
animal welfare?’

EconWelfare

Leave AW standards to the market?

• Market solutions are widely believed to be more 
efficient & effective in supplying the needs of 
society than government intervention

• But: higher standards are a matter of personal 
choice, and will not be chosen by all consumers

• Illustrative is the competition on prices and 
price-promotions

• Government intervention is still needed, to set 
minimal standards
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• A Delphi questionnaire among 200 stakeholders 
in 8 countries

Which policy objective is most important?
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• A Delphi questionnaire among 200 stakeholders 
in 8 countries

Which policy objective is most important?

Public 
awareness 
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welfare
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information 
to chain

On-farm 
standards

Off-farm 
standards

New 
markets &  
existing
markets

Italy 4.31 4.40 4.20 3.96 3.82

Macedonia 4.58 4.65 4.60 4.64 4.15

Netherlands 4.38 3.79 4.13 4.00 4.42

Poland 4.44 4.20 4.12 4.22 4.01

Spain 3.67 4.14 3.74 3.83 3.54

Sweden 4.27 3.82 3.78 3.81 2.90

Germany 4.25 4.03 4.30 4.05 3.95

UK 3.83 4.09 4.32 4.23 3.51

• A Delphi questionnaire among 200 stakeholders 
in 8 countries

Which policy objective is most important?
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• Current upward pressures in Europe

Relatively low 
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• Current upward pressures in Europe

• A common welfare goal for Europe
• … but via different routes? 

Upward pressure 
through developing 
and compliance with 
private standards

Relatively high 
perception of 
animal welfare by 
stakeholders

Upward pressure  
through increasing 
and compliance 
with legislation

FYR Macedonia: Balcan model
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The Netherlands: export market model EU wide policy

• Best practices need to be shared to increase 
welfare but with lowest additional costs: a 
European Network of Reference Centers may 
be helpful in this. 

• Judging welfare for marketing and legislative 
purposes should be on the welfare outcome, 
rather than the input (e.g. building design...)

• We need transparent animal welfare labeling 
schemes

(some) ECONWELFARE CONCLUSIONS

EconWelfare has received funding from the European Community’s Seventh Framework 
Programme under grant agreement no. KBBE-1-213095. The results do not necessarily 

reflect the Commission’s view and in no way anticipates its future policy in this area.
www.econwelfare.eu

• The overall goal of animal welfare 
policy should be the same everywhere 
in the EU, but is unlikely to be 
achieved in similar ways.

• EU wide legislation is important to set 
the lower boundaries for farm animal 
welfare, and it needs to be enforced.

• Transparency is needed, and an EU 
harmonised welfare labelling system 
for animal products could strongly 
support this.


